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getting to the port
Transport
From the A61 motorway (Narbonne/Toulouse axis), exit Lézignan-Corbières n°25.
From the A9 motorway (Montpellier/Spain axis), you can either join the A61
and exit at Lézignan-Corbières, or take exit Narbonne Sud n°38 then follow
the D6113 road to Lézignan-Corbières. Take the D11 towards Homps

Lac de Jouarres
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Homps Carcassonne Line C. Information: rtca.carcassonne-agglo.fr
Homps Narbonne Line 12. Information: capdevillevoyages.fr

D910

Puichéric

Trèbes

Homps
D6110
D11

D6110
N113

Lézignan-Corbières station is served by the TER line
Narbonne-Carcassonne-Toulouse-Bordeaux.

Carcassonne

The nearest TGV stations are those of Narbonne and Carcassonne

Olonzac

A61

Lézignan-Corbières
N113

Narbonne

The nearest airport is Carcassonne.
Perpignan and Béziers airports also offer a few connections national and international.
A little further away (1h30 drive), you will find Montpellier airports or Toulouse.
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getting to the port
Access Map
Lac de Jouarres
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Carcassonne

Lézignan-Corbières /
Narbonne
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port services
La maison du port en Minervois
35 quai des tonneliers
11200 HOMPS
04.68.91.18.98
lechai-portminervois@orange.fr

www.port-homps-jouarres.fr
Opening time : In season from Monday to Friday
9.00am-12.00pm / 2.00pm-7.00pm
Saturdays
10.00am-12.00pm / 2.00pm-7.00pm
April and October from Monday to Friday
9.00am-12.00pm / 2.00pm-6.00pm
Low season from Monday to Friday
9.00am-12.00pm / 2.00pm-5.00pm

Captain's office
Touristic information point
Documentation, free wifi
Cyclits Welcome, light repair kit
Accommodation
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use of a port box
PUT THE BADGE ON THE BOX on the red pastille (Listen a "Bip").
TO ACTIVATE ELECTRICITY
-Push the red button on the top (2 seconds + "Bip"), the red light
turns on.
-Connect to electric point with the plug, red light flashes.
TO DISABLE ELECTRICITY:
-Put again the badge on the box.
-Push the red button 5 seconds until a short melody.
Red light goes off.
DONT'T FORGET TO DISABLE
TO ACTIVATE WATER
-Push the blue button at the bottom (Bip) and red light goes.
-Take water, one pulse on the blue button = about 250 liters.
TO DISABLE WATER
-Present again your badge on the top of the box (Bip)
-Push blue bottom 5 seconds until you listen short melody.
When you leave: DON'T FORGET TO DISABLE
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T

port services
La maison des vins du
Minervois

The Minervois winegrowers have set up their wine house and their shop, in the heart of
the Homps port harbor master's office.
They offer you a rigorous selection of wines from more than 100 cellars and domains of
the appellation, at the property price, and they concoct, throughout the year, a whole
series of tastings, events and promotional actions.
A Rigorious selection
More than 1000 references, including 20
"coups de coeur", have been selected to
be offered for sale throughout the year at
the property price.

Visit their website
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port services
Les croisières du Midi

Departure from the port of Homps
Enjoy two circuits of 1h15 or 2h of boat trip with commentary round trip in the heart
of the Canal du Midi, departing from Homps between Carcassonne, Narbonne and
Béziers.

Very nice walk in the middle of nature, calling for calm and serenity, rich in
structures, such as bridges, aqueduct, spillway and passage through the
Jouarres lock, all pleasantly commented on by the captain.

Reservations on the website
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useful information
Shops
Grocery store:
Food, memories of the Canal 13 rue du Port 11200 Homps
Supermarket
SUPER U Etablissements Lacan 13 RD 610 11200 Homps
Supermarché Casino Route d'Oupia 34210 Olonzac
Intermarché 4 Av. du Minervois 11700 La Redorte
Bakery
Cortal 13 Bd du Minervois 34s210 Olonzac
La Mie'nervoise 17 avenue Victor Hugo 11700 La Redorte
Fuel
SUPER U Etablissements Lacan 13 RD 610 11200 Homps
Intermarché 4 Av. du Minervois 11700 La Redorte

Others services :
Post office
3 rue de la République 11200 Homps
Tobacco / press office
Tabac La Presse 1 allée Général de Gaulle 34210 OLONZAC
Tabac Catherine Delquié 3 avenue du minervois 11700 La Redorte
Cash machine
Crédit Agricole , avenue d'Homps 34210 Olonzac
Caisse d'Epargne, place du portail bas 34210 Olonzac
Crédit Agricole 2 avenue Victor Hugo 11700 La Redorte
Taxi :
AM Taxis / 06 15 81 71 69
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useful information

How to get treatment
-Hospital of Lézignan Bd Pasteur
11200 Lézignan Corbières

Useful numbers
Fireman: 18

-Hospital of Narbonne Bd Docteur Lacroix
11100 Narbonne

Samu : 15

-Hospital of Carcassonne 1060 chemin de la Madeleine
11000 Carcassonne

Gendarmerie Olonzac : 04.68.91.20.17

-Pharmacy du minervois 4 allée des tonneliers 34210 Olonzac

Poison control center Toulouse : 05.61.77.74.47

Police : 17

Children lost : 116000

-Pharmacy du Causse 2 bis Avenue du Causse 11700 Pépieux
-Pharmacy Carré 11 Allée Pol Lapeyre 11700 Azille
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take your time in homps
Lake of Jouarres
Bordered by olive trees, vineyards and pines. On the north side, a beach has
been set up for swimming and there is also a restaurant, an area for inflatable
games on the water and rental of canoes, paddles, pedal boats, etc.
You can also fish or simply go around by walk. A small road leads from the
gateway to the port of Homps following the yellow markings for hiking.

Read more

The romanesque chapel St Michel and the commandery
This place of worship is the old parish church, dating from the 12th
century, and remodeled in the 13th and 14th centuries.
The building was listed as a historical monument in 1951.
In 1148, the Archbishop of Narbonne donated the church to the
Hospitallers of Saint John of Jerusalem. The commandery was not
constituted until 1237, within the jurisdiction of the Grand Priory of SaintGilles. In the 19th century, a new church was built in the village. The old
one was to be demolished but to avoid its destruction, it was bought by
an individual.

Read more
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Around homps
Argens-Minervois
( 10 minutes from Homps)
This site has known human presence since the dawn of time, as evidenced by the very close presence of
the important oppidum of Mourrel Ferrat (4th century BC)
The castle dates as a whole from the 19th century, but it succeeds a much earlier building. Revamped
several times during the 19th century, it then took on its current appearance.
The Church of Notre Dame de lAssomption. A remarkable work of Romanesque art, dating from the 10th
century, all that remains is a section of wall embellished with arcades and a checkered capital.
Le lac des Aiguilles. Very scenic for walking, hiking, biking, and running, or just relaxing.
The restaurants and cafés of Argens-Minervois. Enjoy an outdoor dinner on the banks of the Canal du
Midi, or have a drink at the friendly village bar as well as the wine cellars (possibility of tasting).

Paraza

Read more

(less than 15 minutes from Homps)
The village is close to the Haut-Languedoc regional natural park.
The Répudre canal bridge is a canal bridge built between 1676 and 1680 by Pierre-Paul Riquet, on
the Canal du Midi to allow him to span the Répudre stream.
It is the oldest navigable canal bridge in the world, and the only one initially built on the Canal du
Midi, two others having been added by Vauban.
Its castle offers guest rooms, a wine tasting cellar, a delicatessen and local products.

Read more
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VISIT the ReGION
Minerve
Historic capital of the Minervois, the city rises in the middle of the causse, protected by the deep gorges of the Cesse
and the Brian where the water has shaped astonishing natural bridges.
Minerve owes its name to the Occitan "Menèrba", from the Celtic "men" (stone, rock) and derivatives of "herbech"
(asylum, refuge). Intact and bewitching, Minerve invites you to stroll with its terraced gardens and cobbled streets.
Between the Canal du Midi and the Montagne Noire, the city of Minerve rises on a rocky outcrop which dominates the
gorges of the Cesse and the Brian. The natural bridges of the Cesse valley make it an exceptional geological
site. +
En savoir

Fontfroide abbey
10 minutes from Narbonne, enter the heart of a preserved and private universe, a listed heritage which has preserved
within its walls the architectural riches and the spirituality of the men who occupied it.
In the heart of the Narbonnaise Regional Natural Park, visit the Abbaye de Fontfroide, a treasure from the Middle Ages.
Founded at the end of the 11th century, Fontfroide joined the Order of Cîteaux in 1145 and became one of the most
powerful Cistercian abbeys in Europe.

Read more

Lagrasse village
Un site incontournable lors d’un séjour en Corbières. Classé parmi les « Plus Beaux Villages de France » et « Ville et
métiers d’Arts », ses ruelles pavées conduisent depuis les halles médiévales vers les rives de l’Orbieu, au pied de sa
célèbre abbaye.
An essential site during a stay in Corbières. Classified among the “Most Beautiful Villages of France” and “City and
Crafts”, its cobbled streets lead from the medieval halls to the banks of the Orbieu, at the foot of its famous abbey.

Read more
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VISIT the ReGION
Caunes-Minervois

Limousis cave

Renowned for its crimson red marble used at the Palace of
Versailles, the Louvre and the Paris Opera, the Romans
appreciated it... medieval sculptors loved it! but also its 13th
century Benedictine abbey.
Walk through the cobbled streets of this medieval village. Two
numbered routes in the village will help you not miss anything
along the way, the historical route and the marble sculpture
route.

Read more

Discover 7 extraordinary rooms and 2 lakes
with magical reflections.
The first room was the refuge of the cave
bear whose claw marks are still visible.
From the Neolithic period, prehistoric man
will take his place and attendance will
hardly cease until the Middle Ages.

Read more

The giant Cabrespine chasm
In the bowels of the Montagne Noire, the patient work of the
water has dug, for thousands of years, an immense chasm.
The gouffre géant de Cabrespine is one of the 10 most beautiful
caves in Europe, with a depth of 250 meters and a volume of
1,600,000 m³.
It offers the particularity of containing within it a diversity of
formations unequaled until now.
Discover 3 ways to visit it safely;
Visit of the abyss, accro cave, the underground river.

Read more
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VISIT the ReGION
Narbonne
Discover Narbonne and its 1000 years of history.
In the center of Narbonne, go to lunch at Les Halles.
This "Art Nouveau" building is the essential place and the pride of the people of Narbonne. A setting of flavors, colors, scents where friendliness, authenticity and
warmth are the key words.
The Donjon Gilles Aycelin: it is the Town Hall which was formerly the Palace of the Archbishops. In the center of the square, the Via Domitia, the Roman road that
linked Italy to Spain more than 21 centuries ago.
The Palace-Museum of the Archbishops and its Art trail of the New Palace. These are in reality the former apartments of the Archbishops. With the Saint-Just &
Saint-Pasteur Cathedral forms a unique ensemble.
Along the Robine canal, the Narbo Via museum lets you discover the riches of the ancient city of Narbo Martius, the first Roman colony founded in Gaul in 118 BC.
With a collection of more than 7,000 pieces, this new museum offers an exhibition trail covering 3,200m2, including mural paintings as well as an exceptional set of
760 fragments of funerary monuments spread over an animated wall unique in Europe.

Read more
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VISIT the REGION
Carcassonne
The city is famous for its medieval citadel.
The City, with its numerous watchtowers and its double enclosure. The first walls were built in Gallo-Roman times, while the main additions were made in the
13th and 14th centuries. The Château comtal, which dates from the 12th century, offers archaeological exhibitions and a visit to the interior ramparts.
The count's castle was built in the 12th century by the Trencavels, Viscounts of Carcassonne, and was constantly modified over the following centuries. A rich
and varied visit is offered including many exclusive spaces: ramparts, hoardings, projection room, lapidary museum.
Beaux-arts museum.
The paintings and ceramics make this museum a fine synthesis of European art from the 17th century to the present day.
The famous city ablaze on the evening of July 14, feria of September, markets with fat, honey, magic of Christmas, theatrical seasons.

Read more
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Le syndicat mixte d'aménagement de Jouarres
(S.M.A.J.)

Wish you happy holidays on
the Canal du Midi

